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HEAD10 goes to Europe!

HEAD10 is a unique, self-contained, oxygen escape set that protects against the inhalation of
smoke, toxic gases and fumes. Giving the wearer at least ten minutes extra time to safely
escape the premises in the event of an explosion or fire, chemical spill or gas leak, it is a
significant improvement on previous or existing breathing apparatus due to its ease of use and
low cost of ownership. Consequently, since winning the British Safety Innovation Federation
award in 2001, HEAD10 has been purchased by a number of organisations across Europe.

Semmco has recently installed five HEAD10 sets in German based ZF Getriebe GmBH, an
International Company that specialises in the design and manufacture of chassis components,
propulsion systems and steering technology for the automotive and marine industries. Ideal for
use in any environment where chemicals or gases are found, HEAD10 has been purchased in
the UK by universities, factories, nuclear power plants, construction companies and food
preparation plants. Jersey Telecom has also purchased HEAD10 as part of the standard kit for
engineers who work in the confines of deep-level, underground tunnels.

HEAD10 is cost effective, extremely user-friendly, quick to don and lightweight. Each set is
sealed in a foiled container that can be wall-mounted in a rigid box or carried easily into a
confined space in its own bandolier bag. An integral audible and visual alarm system warns the
wearer two thirds through the duration of the set, to promote concentration on exiting the area
within the allotted time, and a unique indicator shows the integrity of each set, so there are no
service costs for at least six years.

The breathing apparatus is also available as an inspection set. Providing six minutes of oxygen,
HEAD6 can be worn to enter a hazardous situation in order to carry out emergency repairs such
as fixing a leaking valve or tap. For more information on HEAD10 and HEAD6, please visit
please visit www.semmco.com or email
Carolyn@mconieagency.com
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